Intruder Alarms

Full perimeter protection backed up by internal
motion detection is the highest level of security protection we at Grants Electrical Services LTD offer
as standard on all our Home Intruder detection systems. This allows you to have your alarm system
armed while you are at home, with external windows and doors alarmed, monitoring the frames and
glass for vibration and high impact. You can freely walk around in the knowledge your Home’s
perimeter is fully alarmed. Giving you peace of mind.
As the Gardai advise – a monitored alarm system backed up by good security lighting is a step in the
right direction in securing your home or business.
The idea of an intruder alarm system is to simply try and deter a potential burglary occurring at your
home or premises and, to an extent, it works – having an intruder alarm system installed is the
difference of an Intruder to your home or business being in your property for 5 minutes or 5 hours.
The majority of burglaries are oppurtinistic,a burglar does not want any attention, if he triggers an
intruder alarm system it will disrupt his plans, noise is his worst enemy because it attracts attention
and cuts the time allowed in your property.
House Alarms
Our intruder alarms are professionally designed and tailored to suit your requirements. Full
perimeter protection is always recommended. Multiple codes for family, friends and cleaners let you
control and identify who can enter your home and control your home security system. If you have
pets and want to give them freedom to certain areas, this can be built into the design of the intruder
alarm system using pet immune detectors.
Installing quality security measures is an investment in the safety and security of your home. It is a
long term investment that will reduce the risk of being the victim of crime and will bring
considerable peace of mind.

Intruder Alarm Systems for Business
Intruder theft and criminal damage is a threat and cost to business. Monitored intruder detection
systems can provide cost-effective protection and act as a deterrent to intruders while alerting staff,

monitoring center and in turn the Gardai.
Many companies ignore the real cost of a break-in until it is too late. The theft of stock, hardware
and increasingly data can be detrimental. Insurance may cover some of the losses, the disruption can
mean delays, lost work and even lost customers.
Whether you need external detection, building security, or to safeguard key internal areas we can
assist. Our experience has shown that security systems must be individually designed, professionally
installed and regularly maintained.
We will assess the particular risks your premises and operations present, and build an alarm system
solution around them combining proven techniques with leading edge technology. Our approach
ensures that your system is user-friendly, simple, trouble free and effective at protecting your
business, employees, visitors, information and assets.
HKC Security products
Please see the attached link to see how the Irish security manufacturer HKC can protect your home
or business: HKC security products
App control of your alarm system
For a great video insight into how the HKC app can benefit your business follow this link: HKC
App and view the short video demonstration.
Licensed by the Private Security Authority (PSA) for the installation of CCTV and Access Control
Systems.
Certified by the National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) for the installation and maintenance
of Intruder alarm systems to I.S.EN50131-1:2006.
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